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Regulation

Case Study of Power Sector
Privatisation in India

PRAYAS (Pune, India)

 
 

I wish to thank Friends of Earth, other NGOs and the World Bank for this opportunity to share our 
concerns on this very important topic. Though I will be talking about the power sector, similar logic 
applies to other infrastructure sectors such as oil, telecom etc.  
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Regulation

We see it as:
’Ways and means employed by the society 

to ensure that rational decisions (from 
society”s point of view) are made.»

In India, power sector regulation as well as 
ownership and operation has been under 

government control.

 
 

We define regulation as : Ways and means employed by the society to ensure that rational decisions, 
that are in the long term interest of the society, are taken. 
 
The power sector in India has been under the state ownership. 
The govt. also had the responsibility to regulate the sector. 
The power utilities were expected to be accountable to public through the legislature. 
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Achievements and Failures

λ Rapid growth, Substantial expansion in access
λ High self-reliance
λ Irrational & low tariffs (for some consumers),
λ Unsatisfactory performance (financial losses, low 

capacity utilisation, high theft, poor service, etc.)

 Inability to meet growing demand
 Drain on public funds.

 
This has produced mixed results. 
The power generation has increased 50 times in 45 years, similarly, rural access has expanded fast with 
help of subsidised loans from the government. 
India has also achieved high self-reliance in all aspects of power sector technology. 
But in last two decades, problems have started becoming acute: 
In many utilities, the power theft and high T&D losses  represent significant financial losses. Irrational 
and low tariffs, insufficient improvements in technical and managerial performance have created a large 
burden.  
As a result, the Power sector is facing acute financial crisis. It is now a drain on the govt. budgets. And is 
not able to meet the growing demand for power, resulting in increasing power shortages (which are at 
present around 17 to 20%)  
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Mainly a Regulatory Failure

λ Mandatory 3 % RoR not ensured,
λ Economic rationale given a go-by,
λ Poor performance was tolerated,
λ Excessive political interference, loss of 

accountability & autonomy, �  etc.
Resulting in the sacrifice of long-term 
interests of consumers as well as utilities 
and the country.

 
The law mandating 3% profit for utilities has not been followed, 
Economic rationale was given a go-by while making decisions on tariffs, grid expansion, etc 
Poor recoveries or even poor power plant performance was tolerated, 
Political interference in major decisions and even in day-to-day affairs has led to total erosion of 
autonomy of utilities. Along with that management”s accountability has also eroded. 
As a result, the long term interest of society are being sacrificed. In effect, it has been a regulatory 
failure. 
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λ Improve technical and managerial performance,
λ Improve services,
λ Infuse capital

Expected results are :
λ Financially viable enterprises,
λ Reduced shortages,
λ Improved customer satisfaction.

Privatisation is supposed to ...

 
 

It is usually expected that the solution of privatisation will improve efficiency, rationalise tariffs, reduce 
theft, and, as a result, utilities will run on sound commercial principles. The improved service is expected 
to increase customer satisfaction. Finally, bringing in the much-needed capital from the private sector is 
expected to reduce the power shortages. 
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... Provided 
Regulation is improved to ensure

λ Competition and Efficiency
λ Transparency
λ Fare treatment to all, no arbitrariness,
λ Techno-economically sound decisions 
λ Adequate consideration of social and 

environmental goals

 
 

The WB often associates privatisation with effective competition, transparency, sound decision-making, 
well-designed incentive structure for efficient operation, etc. These, essentially regulatory improvements, 
are expected to occur simultaneously.  
The regulation is also expected to give due consideration to social and environmental considerations. 
NEXT 
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Regulation is important
irrespective of ownership.

Gen. Transmission Distribution
Public Utility Regulation

Trans-
mission

IPP1

IPP2

D1

D2

D3Gen.

Regulation
WB Model

 
 

I wish to point out that, whether it is integrated public monopoly utility or un-bundled private utilities as 
per the WB model, regulation plays a critical role. 
The transmission and distribution utilities that are expected to be private monopolies need to be 
regulated. It is well accepted that even competition for power  purchase among the IPPs also needs to 
be regulated.  
Hence, irrespective of ownership, regulation remains an extremely important aspect of power sector. 
    Now, let me turn to the Indian experience.  
NEXT 
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Power privatisation in India

λ Some private utilities operating since 
independence

λ IPPs allowed since 1991
λ WB model adopted in Orissa state, few 

others to follow 
λ Independent RCs to be formed, 
λ Plans to allow T&D privatisation.

 
 

Private power companies are not new to India. A few private utilities have been in operation in India for 
last half a century.  
But, since 1991, IPP with foreign equity were allowed. It was expected that 10,000 MW would be added 
in 5 years by  IPPs. 
Later, in 1994, the Orissa state agreed to adopt the WB model of private un-bundled power sector. Some 
other states are expected to do so in near future. 
To regulate the private utilities and also the public utilities (mainly in relation to tariffs), the govt is 
planning to enact a new law mandating all states to install Regulatory Commissions. 
Allowing private ownership in transmission and distribution is also being considered.  
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Privatisation : 
Expectations v/s Reality

Expectations Reality
Competition - MoUs for 100 GW without competition

( > installed capacity).
Transparency - No information to citizens or regulatory

agencies (even of tariffs),
- Impacts of decisions not disclosed.

Level playing
field

- Favouritism among private parties and
guarantees using SOEs,

- ’Half slave - half prince» situation.
Sound
Decisions

- No realistic assessment of impact,
- Array of available options ignored.

 
 
It is expected that regulatory improvements will accompany privatisation, but Indian experience has a 
different story to tell. 
Despite the awareness that competitive bidding was essential, it was not made compulsory until the 
governments signed MoUs with 350 IPPs for the capacity which is more than the current installed 
capacity. These MoUs were signed only in 3 years. This was obviously done behind the close doors. 
Now, MoUs for another 7,000 MW are to be signed under a different scheme. 
There was no transparency. Even the regulatory agency (CEA) was denied information regarding tariff 
and capital cost of some projects. Legal requirements regarding approval by CEA were by-passed. 
People obviously got no information. 
In 1991, the World Bank feared that IPPs would be discriminated against. It was a totally wrong 
apprehension. In fact, the public sector was used to assure high profits to private investors through 
’have-to-buy» type of agreements. The public sector was the slave and IPPs were the prince. 
No utility or govt. has published an assessment of the likely impact on tariffs due to these decisions. 
Under the garb of secrecy and expediency and an aura of large FDI inflow, many sound alternatives 
were overlooked.  
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The Crucial Issue: 
Ownership OR Regulation  ? 

Ownership

Regulation

Public Private

Good
WB dream

Bad We are here

 
 

This table shows three possible paths for the power sector.  
They are presented here in a matrix of ownership and regulation.  
Earlier, there have been several attempts to improve regulation without the change of ownership. Most of 
these attempts have not been successful.  
Now, the WB wants the sector to move from ’public ownership - under bad regulation» to ’well regulated - 
private ownership». The WB is attempting this in the Orissa state. But, as seen earlier, the  system as a 
whole has largely moved towards ’privatisation with bad regulation» 
Here, I wish to ask : What is the crucial issue : Ownership OR Regulation»   
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We need to understand 

λ Why regulation failed in the past ?
λ Why governments are willing to privatise while 

resisting regulatory improvements ?
λ What are the chances of good regulation being 

instituted along with privatisation?
λ Under bad regulation, what is more costly,

SOEs or private sector ?

 
 

Now, we need to stop and ask some basic questions: 
1. Why did regulation fail ? 
2. Why governments are now agreeing to privatise, when earlier they resisted improvements in 
regulation? 
3. What are the chances of good regulation being instituted while privatising the sector ? 
4. Whether cost of SOE”s with bad regulation are higher than those of privatisation with bad regulation ? 
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Why regulation failed in the past?

λ Weak legal provisions regarding 
transparency and direct public accountability,

λ Vested interests too powerful,
λ Legislature & judiciary failed to control mis-

use of power by the executive.

 
 

I will try to briefly answer these questions : 
Regulation failed mainly because : 
 Legal provisions regarding transparency, public participation and direct accountability to public were 
weak. 
The vested interest in the govt, utility management and small section of consumers were so strong that 
they could bend laws, change laws or even blatantly violate laws, 
The legislature failed  to control such excesses by the executive. At times, when the judiciary was called 
to intervene through petitions, it gave no significant relief.  
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Why governments are 
willing to privatise?

λ Unable to maintain the status-quo,
λ Privatisation offers a soft way that allows:

� postponing crises as well as hard decisions
� temporary relief from resources crunch 
� creating a false feeling that government is doing 

good work. 

 
 

Today govts are willing to privatise because : 
In the given resource situation, it is impossible to even maintain the status-quo. 
And more importantly, privatisation offers a soft path: 
it postpones the crisis, without having to take hard (non-populist) decisions, 
and the govt can pat itself for attracting large FDI, which is uncritically accepted to be an indicator of 
development by many in the mainstream.    
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Good regulation is unlikely as

λ Rapid decisions on privatisation while limited 
/ no action to improve SOEs

λ Privatisation allows govt. to control even 
future earnings of utilities

λ Good regulation involves:
� Making hard, non-populist decisions, and
� Reduced scope for arbitrariness.

 
During the past six years of privatisation 
All decisions to privatise were taken rapidly but there has been little action to improve the SOEs in the 
past two decades. 
There are many incentives for the government not to improve regulation while privatising. 
For example, the process of privatisation allows the govt to sign long-term contracts involving future 
payments by the public.  
On the other hand, good regulation implies a reduced scope for arbitrary decisions and requires hard 
(non-populist) decisions. 
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Comparing Costs: 
Bad privatisation v/s inefficient SOEs

Our analysis for Maharashtra state shows 
λ Cost of in-efficiency of public power utility 

= $ 280 m /yr (12% of revenue)

Without changing this, as a first step, PPAs for 
3,500 MW signed non-competitively.

λ Loss only due to bad negotiations 
= $ 280 m /yr for next two decades !

 
We have been working on the power situation in the state of Maharashtra for some years now.  
We have found that the loss due to several inefficiencies of the public utility such as theft, large arrears 
etc. has been to the tune of $ 280 million per year. This is 12% of revenue ! The utility can be made 
vibrant only by reducing this loss.  
But instead of doing anything about it the govt. went ahead and, under the excuse of capital crisis, 
invited IPPs to sign MoUs for 3500 MW without competition. The badly negotiated agreements will cost 
consumers $ 280 million per year for the next two decades. This estimate ignores various costs involved 
in oil price and Rupee devaluation risks, possibility of backing down cheaper thermal plants, etc. 
In effect, to avert the crisis created by certain reversible inefficiencies, now we have added new 
irreversible inefficiencies. Now, both co-exist. 
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The Crucial Issue: 
Ownership OR Regulation  ?

BadGoodPublic
Private 0

10

Societal
Cost

BadGoodPublic
Private

Regulation

we
are

here

WB
dream

 
 

This brings us back to the question of relative importance of regulation versus ownership and their 
internal linkage. 
Instead of moving towards the WB dream of private ownership under good-regulation, we are actually 
moving towards a higher cost option of private ownership under bad-regulation. Hence, the process does 
not seem to be in the interest of society. 
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The World Bank Actions 

λ ’Success Stories» given high visibility, while, 
cases of ’bad» privatisation played down

λ Does not sufficiently address four vital 
questions mentioned earlier, but still 
aggressively advocates privatisation.

 
 

Let me turn to our objections to the WB actions and advises. 
The WB gives high visibility to the success stories of privatisation. But, it seems to play down the cases 
of ’bad privatisation». At times, it even rationalises them on the basis of local conditions and improper 
actions taken while privatising. 
As far as we know, the WB does not sufficiently address the four vital questions mentioned earlier. 
Without estimating the probability and the cost of bad privatisation, it would be improper to advice 
privatisation.  
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The World Bank Actions .. 2

� Necessary conditions for good privatisation are 
outlined but WB does not advice against
privatisation if these are not fulfilled

� At times, it is said that ’unleash privatisation .. 
then there will be demand.. (for good regulation 
etc.)» 

� Advises countries to reform to put the  economy 
on an irreversible path of privatisation.

 
 

The WB talks about several necessary conditions for good privatisation (such as competition etc.) but it 
does not advice against privatisation even when these conditions are absent or are unlikely to be fulfilled. 
One of the most influential WB official, in fact, said that such conditions are desirable, but even if they 
don”t exist, we should unleash privatisation. And, subsequently, demand for good regulation will 
increase. We find it too simplistic.  
It is quite serious that on the one hand the WB says that ’we are learning» things or ’there is a lot to 
learn» about privatisation etc. But, on the other hand, it is advising and at times making governments take 
irreversible path of restructuring based on large scale privatisation. 
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What WB Can Do

λ Use full leverage for regulatory 
improvements; test it over a period; and then
privatise, if necessary.

Regulatory improvements should include:
� improved transparency & participation
� autonomy to SOEs with direct public 

accountability
� creation of institutions/mechanisms for 

strengthening public capabilities

 
We would request the WB to use its full leverage for regulatory improvements, without which privatisation 
would be a blunder. The improved regulation should have components of  
1. transparency and public participation, 
2. autonomy to SOE management along with direct public accountability and 
3. creation of institutions and mechanisms for strengthening public capabilities.  
If this is done, public pressure can increase to prevent these improvements from sliding back. 
After time-testing such improvements, if the SOE performance does not improve, we are free to consider 
the option of privatisation. But then it can be carried under the vigilant eye of regulator and watchful and 
aware public. This will substantially minimise chances of bad privatisation.  
But, as per our limited knowledge about WB”s policy dialogue and advice to the government, such issues 
are not considered important by the WB.   
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What WB Can Do .. 2

λ Explore ways to create in-direct pressures to 
prevent bad privatisation,

Such as:
� Publish cases of bad privatisation
� Regularly publish data-base of IPP costs and

conditionalities, etc.
λ Try to prevent market imperfections  created 

by powerful global players.

 
The WB can also create indirect pressure on governments to prevent bad privatisation in many ways. 
This may include: publishing cases of bad privatisation, its costs to society, and its causes. 
The WB should also compile the costs and details of various power purchase agreements or power 
equipment sale contracts. There are sufficiently large number of contracts for which data is available in 
public domain, but most developing countries do not have sufficient resources to compile such a data-
base. A routine publication of such data-base will educate public and create barrier for bad privatisation.  
Many such market imperfections do exist. Some of these are created by powerful global players for their 
advantage. Some are created by disintegrated buyers and vertically integrating sellers. The WB should 
identify even these types of market imperfections and try to remove them. 
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What WB Can Do .. 3

λ WB”s prescriptions should consider their possible 
overall impacts in the given socio-political realities 
in the country 
(to avoid legitimization of harmful policies & decisions).

λ Convince govts. to disclose all the policy 
dialogues, advises, and conditionalities of the 
WB.

 
 

The WB must be considering socio-political realities in different countries before giving advice. But we 
feel there is a scope for improvement.  
At certain crucial junctures, the WB”s actions or inaction have effectively helped legitimize many ill-
conceived policy measures. 
Further, the WB urgently needs to convince governments to disclose its policy dialogue, advice and 
conditions.  
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To conclude..

Govt. Govt.

Bad
SOEs

lPreferential 
treatment
lNo competition
lBurden of social 
goals

lMisuse of power
lCorruption lCompetition

lTransperancy

lFair treatment

Private un-
bundled sector

nEconomic, 
technical 

efficiency
nConsumer 
satisfaction
nImproved welfare

lFinancial losses
lDrain on Govt. 
budgets 
lShortages

 
 
I wish to conclude by using two graphics which show the core of the WB logic presented  in various 
publications: 
The SOE performance is bad because the governments give preferential treatment to SOEs, do not  
expose them to competition, burden them with non commercial goals, etc. The governments also mis-
use their authority and there can be cases of significant corruption.  
As a result, the SOEs make huge losses, are a burden on government budgets and result in power 
shortages.  
             As a solution to this, SOEs need to be privatised. Competition, transparency and fair treatment 
will encourage efficiency, sound commercial behaviour and transform the sectors. The private utilities will 
be economically and managerially efficient, improve services and improve the welfare.  
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To conclude..

Govt. Govt.

Bad
SOEs

lPreferential 
treatment
lNo competition
lBurden of social 
goals

lMisuse of power
lCorruption lCompetition

lTransperancy

lFair treatment

Benefits 
of SOEs

Private un-
bundled sector

nEconomic, 
technical 

efficiency
nConsumer 
satisfaction
nImproved welfare

Bad
Privatisation

lFinancial losses
lDrain on Govt. 
budgets 
lShortages

 
 

But our experience shows a different picture. 
We need to realise that the two images of government are two different animals. One is un-fair, closed 
and corrupt. Other is fair, open and reasonably non-corrupt. And it would be improper to expect that the 
first kind of government will simply transform into the other kind, just because it wants to privatise.  
In fact, the scope for corruption substantially increases while privatising. And the end result will invariably 
’bad-privatisation» 
Hence, the WB ends up supporting bad privatisation when it ignores these issues. 
Lastly, the WB also has been giving insufficient attention to the contribution and benefits of SOEs. This 
too needs to be modified.  
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This would entail 轜 ...

While current regulatory failure meant
Poor and inadequate service with low cost

The future regulatory failure will mean 
Good and adequate service at unduly high cost for 

those who can afford
This would prove counterproductive to the 

basic objective of improved standard of living 
for the poor.

 
 
We feel,  
continuation on the present route implies that one kind of regulatory failure will be replaced by the other 
kind of regulatory failure.  
Regulatory failure in the past resulted in loss making SOEs and poor service to large sections of 
population. 
Now, the new kind of regulatory failure (while privatising) will result in good service but with high costs. 
Those who cannot afford this cost will be effectively excluded.  
This is not going to improve the welfare or the poverty. 
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A reminder on other issues

λ Can effective competition be ensured in practice?
λ Can effect of information / resources asymmetry be 

sufficiently overcome?
λ Can loss of efficiency and optimisation due to un-

bundling be compensated?
λ How social and environmental goals can effectively 

be achieved?
λ Issues of national capabilities and self-reliance.

 
 

I just wish to remind that there are other equally important issues which were out of the scope of my 
presentation.  
For example, 
- A study by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory concludes that the US IPP market is not competitive. Can 
effective competition be ensured in developing countries ? 
- Can (regulated) market ensure building of technological and other capabilities of developing countries 
which are felt to be necessary to protect political sovereignty in the prevailing global politics. 
 


